The critical free virus release rate (r f ) is the minimum rate of viral release that causes the free virus titer in the 8 release MM to overlap with the baseline free virus titer (i.e., the MC infection simulated by the simple MM) to 9 a degree which they can be considered indistinguishable from each other. To quantitatively determine r f , the 10 distance between the free virus curves was computed using the sum-of-squared residuals per point (SSR/pt),
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where a smaller SSR/pt indicates a higher degree of similarity between curves. In Fig S1 (left) , the SSR/pt 12 as a function of release rate was computed between the baseline free virus and each free virus curve from the 13 release MM (Fig 2A, red vs. black). The value of the SSR/pt which denoted overlapping curves was set to The sum-of-squared residuals per point (SSR/pt) is computed between each free virus curve in the release MM, as the release rate is varied, and the simulated MC data in the simple MM (black). The critical free virus release rate, r f = 3.72 h −1 (teal circle), corresponds to the variance of a mock-yield infection (dotted line). We also show the SSR/pt curve for various rates of loss of infectious virion that were explored (various colours). (Right) The peak value of bound virus titer as a function of the release rate is shown (black), where the maximum determines the critical bound virus release rate, r b = 3 × 10 −3 h −1 (purple circle). The various coloured lines correspond to various rates of loss of virion infectivity to show that r b (dotted purple) strongly depends on other infection parameters.
To verify whether r f was an absolute value, or if it depended on the infection parameters, the parameters We repeated this procedure for the remaining parameters and found that r f weakly depends on the virus 23 production rate, infection rate, eclipse length and infectious lifespan (Fig S2) . Generally, however, r f remains 24 within the narrow range quoted. 
